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shorter than its predecessor, the MK3 Jetta, but featured a new trademarked design for
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the owner flexibility with the abundance of engines and trims. List of MK4 Jetta Engines.
Something worth mentioning before getting into the common problems for the Volkswagen MK4
Jetta is that not all the problems listed below relate to every single engine the Jetta has
featured. So, we will attempt to differentiate which problems are more common in specific
engines. Regardless of the engine, you are more than likely going to experience ignition coil
failure at some point of ownership. Ignition coil failure is probably one of the most common
problems for most Volkswagen vehicles, not sure why that is, but it seems to be a trend. In fact,

usually when ignition coils fail, there tends to be an underlying issue with improper spark plug
gapping, faulty or damaged valve covers or moisture buildup. It is advised to change the
ignition coils every 40k to 60k miles, but sometimes, if not properly maintained, it could be more
frequent. If you are experiencing any of the symptoms above, we would advise using a code
reader to self-diagnose this problem. DIY Difficulty: Easy 1. Water pumps are a very common
problem for all Volkswagen vehicles unfortunately. If the water pump happens to fail, you could
see major engine issues occur quickly, such as cracked cylinder heads, burnt pistons, etc. If
your water pump goes out, we would advise replacing your timing belt as these work hand in
hand. Water pumps and timing belt replacements seem to be in the middle of the DIY scale, but
if you are looking to save a little bit of money, then DIY it! The sensor then works with the ECU
to send the engine temperature to your oil temperature gauge. See Below. The sensor can leak
through the electrical connection or have a broken connection within the sensor itself. When it
fails, your temperature gauge will not read properly to the high side or even read 0. A failing
CTS issue can also pop a check engine light. It is VERY easy to replace and it is super cheap. If
your engine is overheating, there is likely to be more of an issue, but this is a cheap diagnostic
that you can do first. This sensor failure is common in all engines for the MK4 Jetta. If not
maintained, it could leave your Jetta inoperable until fixed. A MAF sensor measures the air that
comes in through the intake manifold, then sends this information to the engines ECU. After the
ECU receives this information from the MAF sensor, it can provide the engine with the proper
amount of fuel to run at optimal levels. The number one reason for a MAF sensor failing is due
to contamination or clogging of the sensor. As you can imagine, this would cause the sensor to
report an inaccurate air flow to the engine, which would cause miscalculation in the injected
fuel. This can lead to running to lean too much air to fuel ratio in the air fuel mixture or rich not
enough air to fuel ratio. Replacing a MAF sensor is fairly easy and advisable. This problem is
found in the 1. As the name says, the DPF is a filter that traps particles like soot and ash from
the exhaust of a diesel engine to meet EPA standards. For the DPF to not clog, it goes through a
regeneration process to burn off excess soot that has built up on the filter. So, as you can
guess, DPFs can be clogged quite frequently if not driven hard. We feel that it is important to go
into causes since this can be a VERY costly repair and sadly can occur quite often on diesel
vehicles. But also, faulty fuel injectors, incorrect engine oil, high mileage cars typically have a
harder time performing the regeneration process, or a clogged EGR Valve. Now there are a
couple things you can do to avoid the DPF clogging: drive harder 60mph for 10 minutes straight
, use high quality fuel 91 octane or higher , ensure the EGR Valve is clear , or increase your
RPMs. To find a local VW shop near you to clean or replace: Look Here. We do not advise this
route. However, before Volkswagen issued a recall to replace the clips with metal, they were
plastic and broke fairly often. This problem is a lot more common in colder regions. I was
putting the window up and then I heard a snap halfway. Then I tried to put it down; and heard
another snap and the window fell down. Essentially the plastic clips are susceptible to breaking,
which leaves you unable to roll up or down your window. So, what exactly are power window
regulators? Obviously without a functioning power window regulator, your windows will not
work properly or just not work at all. There are two choices you can go when replacing these:
Go to a shop or DIY. However, before you go with this route, call your local dealership, and see
if they will replace it for free if not under warranty. They should replace this free of charge if it is
under warranty. This is a common MK4 Jetta problem, so they should know what you are talking
about. As with every automobile, if your Jetta is properly maintained you could easily see over k
miles. They may be more expensive to maintain, but when they are maintained right, you could
see upwards of k miles. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. This site is dedicated to all things VW. Ever since
that day, I have been hooked. Ignition Coil Pack Failure Regardless of the engine, you are more
than likely going to experience ignition coil failure at some point of ownership. Water Pump
Failure Water pumps are a very common problem for all Volkswagen vehicles unfortunately.
Symptoms of Water Pump Failure: Low coolant indicator on More than once in a month span
after refilling â€” Leak Overheating engine at high RPMs or idle Whining sound from the water
pump pulley Steam coming from radiator If your water pump goes out, we would advise
replacing your timing belt as these work hand in hand. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Footer About VWTuning. Diverter Valve Control Solenoid Failure.
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Stock. Remember me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine Forums! As a guest, you are welcome
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now! I was driving about 15mph in south Baltimore on my way to work going uphill in moderate
traffic, enjoying my coffee and then. Beep, Beep, Beep and I see some strange cryptic symbol
on the D. The damn thing scared the crap out of me. A few seconds later it was gone. I pulled
over and immediately checked the oil. I tried looking for some info on my phone but after just a
few quick reads I had no answers. So I took the back roads to work so I could drive slow and
pull over if needed, but made it there without any new problems. So I thought. It was those
initial warnings that eventually lead me to the Audizine Forums. The more I read the more
concerned and confused I got. There were dozens of threads about the warning light and oil
pressure problems and sludge with the car I just purchased. Being totally unfamiliar with the
engine and the community I had a hard time trying to determine how serious a problems I was
facing and where to start. My main goal is to simply consolidate as much relevant information
possible to help others understand the general concepts of a typical engine lubrication system
and help to diagnose oil pressure related problems specific to the 1. At a very minimum those
seeking help should at least learn the basic relevant components and terminology from this
guide and using those terms in the forums while trying to get assistance will likely result in
some faster responses from those more experienced members. While this information is
focused on Late Model 1. Before we continue, I will admit that there is very little new information
contained within this thread. Everything can be found here on Audizine and the many many
other Audi, Volkswagen and car enthusiast websites. Also while I am citing and referencing a lot
of detailed mechanical engineering information, I am not a mechanical engineer. My background
is in Industrial Engineering and Automation and Architecture. I threw away the physics and
engineering text books many years ago. Find a friend who has one, or purchase an oil pressure
test gauge right now. Clicky Clicky You cannot diagnose anything without knowing your oil

system pressure. Well if you try to get help here or on any reputable forum, and you do not have
this most vital tool then you are not going to get much meaningful help. Section 1 - Main Oiling
System Components of the 1. In General oil passes through a pickup tube strainer into the
pump then through the oil filter and onto the engine various engine components which require
oil for lubrication and or cooling. The 1. This chamber is connected to a spring loaded pressure
relief bypass valve. Oil then feeds the main block lower oil gallery to the bearings and splits the
flow to the upper oil gallery to the Cylinder Head. Note that there is a small one way check-valve
which keeps the oil from draining back from the cylinder head while the engine is off. Oil
gallerys are visible along with the return lines which feed from the filter housing. I've tried to
find a concrete answer to this question, but to no avail. So I really wanted to know which valve
has the lower opening pressure rating. I was able to test the force required to open the relief
valve on my old pump and it appears that the valve opens between lbs. My test was very
unscientific and involved using a bathroom scale to measure the force, but I think they are
accurate enough for discussion. The area of the opening is about 0. That amount of pressure
seems to be way too high for normal oil bypass. However there seems to be some evidence that
the AWM engines according to the Bentley Manual have a bypass valve spec at 12 Bar psi. LINK
That's not too far off from my own pump calculation within the margin of error of my simply test.
Considering that there are no oil fed components between the relief valve within the oil pump
and the relief valve within the filter housing, I can only assume that the pump was designed to
work on other engines which may not have had a relief valve in the filter housing. It's also
possible that valve within the pump is simply a fail-safe for the pump itself, oil filter and oil
cooler, where the relief valve in the filter housing is designed to protect the engine components.
I have to assume that the relief valve within the filter assembly would have a lower bypass
pressure than the one within the pump assembly. If anyone does have the actual specifications
for the bypass valve in the filter housing please post or PM me and I'll cite here. If anyone has
an old filter housing lying around and can determine the spring yield force as well as measure
the valve piston diameter we can calculate the approximate bypass spec as well. Continued
Page 2. Last edited by Toolaa; at PM. Fluid Viscosity - Is a direct property of the motor oil type,
age, temperature and its level of contamination. General guideline is the lower the viscosity the
greater the flow when holding all other parameters the same. Pump Displacement â€”
Mechanical capacity of the pump to move a specific volume of fluid over a period of time or in
the case of an engine, per revolution of the crankshaft. Fluid Velocity â€” Simply the speed
which a fluid travels. From a practical standpoint pumps MOVE liquid from one place to another.
Fluid Flow â€” Volume of fluid which passes through a given area per unit time. For example at
rpm the oil pump moves oil at a rate 9. Pressure â€” Simply put pressure is a specific force
divided over a specific area. Again you could write your post-doctorate dissertation on the
study of oil flow and pressure within the various parts of the engine. To keep things simple,
remember that resistance to flow is what creates pressure in the system. Basically the pump
has a 6 tooth gear which rotates eccentrically inside of a 7 tooth internal gear ring. Because the
components of the oil pump are precision machined and clearances between the teeth of the
gears are typically less than. As the gears continue to rotate the cavity collapses forcing oil to
the pump outlet. For every revolution of the pump the 7 cavities are formed and collapsed, so
the pump displacement per revolution is 0. So for every revolution of the crankshaft the
theoretical displacement capacity of the pump is therefore 0. If you multiply this by rpm our
pump theoretically could move oil at a rate of All gearator pumps have a general efficiency
rating which is really governed by the amount of leakage or fluid slip past the internal pump
clearances between the gear teeth and sidewall, which reduce the overall flow. Additionally the
density of the fluid being pumped will also change the total amount of fluid displacement. This
is the reason that the oil pump has a spring loaded ball relief valve. If the flow requirements of
the engine are lower than the flow output of the pump at any given time, the additional flow
bypasses the engine and is dumped straight back to the oil pan. You need a lot of oil flow to
lubricate these bearings surfaces. If you look closely you will notice one important detail from
the chart data. In this example at an engine speed around rpm the oil pressure in the system
increases to the point where the required engine flow does not equal the pump flow capacity
and at that point the pressure relief valve on the oil pump begins to open. The flow indicated by
the striped red pattern on the upper right is just wasted pump capacity and wasted energy. Why
is the system designed for over capacity? The simple answer is that car makers are aware that
over time many factors could influence the flow requirements of the system. So there is some
built in over capacity to account for those factors such as bearing wear, pump wear, oil
viscosity changes, extreme temperature changes and mechanical failures. Since engine journal
bearings by design only work by maintaining a continuous flowing film of oil between the
rotating surfaces, the oil flow can never be interrupted during operation. This is a good time to

reinforce the main point. Oil Pressure within the engine Now that we understand the flow
requirements within the engine we can take a quick look at how the flow within the engine
creates pressure within the system. Also like the chart above once the pressure relief valve
begins to open above rpm the pressures begin to level off and are not proportional to engine
speed. Ok so if the above statement is true about pressures leveling off after the relief valve
opens, then why does the pressure in the rod bearings continue to increase with engine speed.
Basically the increase in pressure is caused by the centripetal force generated inside of the
crankshaft oil gallery to the rod bearing. As crankshaft rotation increases the outward pushing
force on the oil towards the rod bearing also increases. If flow is so important then why worry
about pressure? So the common approach is to measure system pressure after the oil filter.
Think about measuring oil pressure to diagnose engine problems as a doctor might measure
blood pressure. Since a doctor cannot easily look into your veins and arteries he relies on some
very easy to take measurements, usually Pulse and Blood Pressure. Since a heart is a type of
positive displacement pump high blood pressure can be a symptom of some increased
resistance to proper blood flow within the body. Getting back to our engine, high oil pressure is
not really a problem in that the design of the system includes a relief bypass valve to bleed off
this excess pressure as needed. However, low oil pressure is a symptom of a problem that
needs to be addressed. Hopefully by now the relationship between flow resistance to flow and
pressure is clear. If we look at each variable individually and isolate all other factors we can
discuss all of the factors which reduce flow or increase resistance and subsequently reduce
system pressure. Low Oil Level â€” Pretty simple if the oil level drops below the pickup tube the
pump will suck in air and the flow of oil will be reduced. If your engine is equipped with a level
sensor and its working correctly you should already know this is a problem. Incorrect Oil
Weight â€” Using an oil with a lower viscosity than the system was designed for, will increase
flow, but reduce backpressure. Sounds good so why not simply run lower viscosity oil. You can
find some very well written information about this on the BITOG website and I recommend
reading the full article when you have time. Contaminants such as fuel and water, soot, or
intentionally adding oil treatments to the sump can lower viscosity. Additionally the longer oil is
run its viscosity will be reduced as sheering forces breaking down oil molecules. If your engine
is running 15 degrees hotter which is likely an entirely different problem you oil viscosity is
equivalent to 5w30 motor oil. Incorrect Oil Filter â€” The 1. There are thousands of filters on the
shelf that would fit the housing, but the flow capacity and bypass valve specifications may be
significantly different than the correct oil filter. Pressure before the filter would be higher but
flow and pressure after the filter would be lower. Do not use the Motorcraft filter. It has the
correct bypass rating required for 1. When choosing a filter keep these specifications in mind:
The correct oil filter should have a particle filtration rating of 21 micron, bypass pressure rating
of 2 to 2. Malfunctioning Crankcase Ventilation System â€” The crankcase ventilation system in
modern engines is rather complex and the 1. Without going into extensive detail here, the
system is designed to direct combustion gasses which are blown by the piston rings and into
the crankcase back into the intake system to be burned off. A normally working system will
have slight fluctuations between pressure and vacuum which can impact oil pressure by a few
psi. As crankcase pressure increases this air pressure pushes down on the oil in the pan
increasing pressure into the pump. When there is slight vacuum pressure in the crankcase this
force sucks against the pump suction and may slightly lower oil pressure. The problem can
occur if either this positive or vacuum pressure is excessive. Here is a great real world example
of a forum member troubleshooting this exact problem. This screen is designed to keep larger
particles about. So the system is designed to have a lot of excess flow capacity. However even
with that excess capacity there are very specific reasons why the pickup screens on 1. The main
issue with a clogged pickup screen is that you may not see a serious pressure drop at lower
rpm's but at higher rpm's the engine may be starved for oil. However in this rpm range you
would not necessary trigger a pressure warning. At higher rpm ranges the pump may try to
draw more oil than then can pass through the clogged screen. In the most serious cases as the
pump cavity forms the pressure inside of the chamber drops to a point where the oil actually
boils this is called Cavitation. Over time the clearance between the gear teeth and the clearance
between the pump sidewalls will increase which will allow oil to slip past the pump cavities,
thus reducing its efficiency and subsequent flow. This condition could be accelerated if oil is
heavily contaminated with metal particles from engine damage, oil filter operating in bypass or
extended oil change intervals. As noted previously pump wear can be accelerated due to
cavitation as the small microscopic bubbles form in the pump chamber and quickly collapse.
The forces are strong enough however to break down the surface of the pump gears and walls
which causes pump wear. Mechanical failures could also occur such as broken chain, sprocket
or sprocket key but these seem to be extremely rare. Excessive Bearing Wear â€” If you have no

knowledge about how engine bearings work take a minute and read the interweb. Here is a brief
starter LINK. The key thing to know is that engine bearings operate in a Hydrodynamic
lubrication condition. Which means that a thin film or oil separates the rotating crankshaft from
the bearing surface. Engine forces like the force of combustion pressure which are typically psi
push on the rods and the crankshaft with over lbs of force. The only thing that keeps the
bearing surface of he rod bearing from smashing into the crankshaft bearing journal every
engine rotation is this thin film of oil! What maintains that thin film of oil is a constant flow from
the pump. In a properly working engine, as the crank journals rotate oil is forced from he
bearing cavity but more oil is ready to fill the void immediately. If there is enough flow and
pressure the bearing surface should never touch the crank. As with oil pump wear wear is
something that normally occurs gradually over time. Even the best cared for engines will be
subject to progressive wear. As the clearance between the bearings and the journals increases
the restrictions to flow decrease and so does the pressure. While the main bearings are usually
the first to go, rod, cam and even turbo bearings can wear and reduce overall system pressure.
What is interesting to note is that increased wear reduces flow, which further accelerates wear.
Eventually reduce the flow the point where the bearing is totally destroyed fig LINK LINK
Mechanical Engine Malfunction or Damage â€” Any element within the lubrication circuit can be
broken or damaged and result in reduce system pressure. A damaged cam adjuster, or broken
turbo thrust bearing would likely present other more obvious problems but they can none the
less reduce flow and cause a low pressure situation. While also rare the pressure relief bypass
valves in the oil pump and filter housing or even a piston oil jet could get stuck in an open or
partially open position which would drastically reduce system pressure at the lower engine
speeds. Clogged or Blocked Oil Passages - It is rather unlikely that the main oil supply
passages could be clogged but it could happen to a severely abused engine subjected to long
oil change intervals. Also there is one large drain tube through the cylinder head and block
which drains back into the filter housing. You can see this in section 1. If oil pumped to the
cylinder head cannot drain back fast enough then the oil level in the pan can drop below the
pickup tube and allow the pump to draw in air which will further reduce oil flow. Section 6 â€”
How the Oil Pressure Warning System Works Before we move on, I need to say that this topic
has been extensively and at time painstakingly explained many many times here on the
Audizine forums. This section is really a copy and paste of some of those previous posts. Here
are a few that I found and used when trying to diagnose my warning light problem. Refer back to
fig-2 17 and fig-7 The pressure sensor is a simply switch which is normally open. When the
pressure reaches approximately 23psi the electrical contacts within the switch will close. One
signal wire from the switch to the Instrument Cluster completes the monitoring circuit to ground
when the switch is closed. The oil pressure warning is triggered under certain conditions. The
Instrument Cluster will signal a low pressure warning if any of the following conditions occur.
This is not to be confused with the yellow sensor warning also shown, which is indicative of an
oil level sensor failure and has nothing to do with the oil pressure. Condition 1 - If the switch is
closed with the engine off a warning will be triggered This warning is designed to let the
operator know that the switch is damaged, in that it is remaining in the closed position while no
pressure is actually present, or the wire connecting the switch to the Gauge Cluster is shorting
to ground. This type of switch failure can be confirmed by removing the switch and using an
Ohm meter or continuity tester. If there is continuity between the switch connector prong and
the threaded end of the sensor then the switch has failed. This warning is designed to indicate
that extremely low or no pressure exists while the engine is running. A healthy engine should
have oil pressures well above the switch trigger limit of 1. A disconnected switch, defective
switch or broken wire to the Instrument Cluster would trigger this type of warning. This warning
condition is designed to alert the driver that the pressure is too low during normal operating
conditions. If this specific condition occurs more than 3 times during continuous operation
when warning will continue to stay active at any RPM. Hopefully by now you have received or
borrowed an oil pressure test gauge kit. Amazon, Ebay, Harbor Freight are all good places to
find one. Some auto parts stores will rent them as well. The key thing you have to check is to
make sure the kit has the correct metric M10x1 adaptor. I recommend getting one with at least 6
ft of hose. In addition to the pressure gauge and you basic set of wrenches and sockets you are
going to need a 27mm socket to remove the oil pressure switch from the filter housing. Factory
Oil Pressure Specifications At this point before testing anything you need to know the proper
pressure specifications. Remove the coolant reservoir and tilt it out of the way. Be carefully not
to break the wire connecting the coolant sensor. You can unplug this if needed. Refer back to
our diagram fig-2 17 of the filter housing assembly and you are having trouble finding the
switch. Also check out figure 7 as well. You can see the switch attached to the side in the photo.
You will need to remove the electrical connector. Just like all of the Audi connector you will

need a small flat head screwdriver to apply some force to the clip tab on the connector. After
the connector is removed, use your 27mm socket to unthread the pressure switch. Have a small
bucket or some rags ready because some oil will leak out. With the switch removed, now look at
the fittings that came with your pressure test gauge setup. Find the one which looks like the
threads on the pressure switch. By hand test fit this adaptor into the side of the filter housing.
You should be able to thread this in without any resistance. The fitting on the housing is a
NON-Tapered thread. If you use the wrong fitting for the test you will permanently damage your
filter housing and you will NOT be able to put your original pressure switch back when your test
is complete. Remove the fitting ant attach it to your gauge hose. Then thread the hose and
fitting back into the filter housing. Use a wrench to tighten the fitting snug. You do not need to
apply crazy torque here but it should be tight enough to limit the amount of oil leakage.
Conducting the Test Before staring up the engine, make sure you are in a well-ventilated place
to work. You will need to rev the engine quite a bit during the testing so you want to avoid
poisoning yourself with carbon-monoxide. Also before starting you should know that since your
pressure switch is now disconnected in order to conduct the test you will receive the Oil
Pressure Warning during the actual test. Just ignore it. If everything is connected correctly you
should see a pressure reading on the gauge. If the engine is cold this might be psi. You will
need to get the engine to operating temperature. If you do not have a way of checking the
temperature accurately I suggest letting the temperature gauge reach normal center position
and then let the engine idle for 10 more minutes on a normal spring or summer day or longer in
the winter. If you monitor the gauge while the engine is warming up you should see the
pressure gradually fall as the oil heats up. This is also normal and basically meaningless at this
point as well. Make a table like this one to keep track of your results. Then increase the engine
speed to rpm and record the result, do the same for rpm, and rpm. However if you find that you
are not meeting the minimum pressure at 50psi at rpm there is really no point in going any
further as you could risk further damaging your engine. Repeat the test from idle to 4K again.
You should find that your readings have dropped slightly from the first test and again this is
normal as the engine may not have been fully up to temp. These are the readings that count. If
you find your pressure readings are marginal or just above the minimum it may be a good idea
to test the pressure while driving. What you may find is that your pressure readings differ
significantly from your readings while parked. This information is important. If your test results
show that your oil pressure is above spec, then try to recreate the conditions when you
received the actual oil pressure warning as well. For example if you were stuck in bumper to
bumper traffic and you got the warning when moving slowly, try to create that exact situation
and note the pressure. Remember you are looking to confirm that your pressure is falling below
the warning threshold and that could help explain the conditions causing the warning.
Continued on Page 4. Reason: photos. Worse yet on older engines you may be dealing with
several contributing factors causing low pressure. The best place to start is by ruling out the
easiest and least expensive items first. Before we start digging into your car we need a little
history lesson. Why does it seem that some 1. In the first North American 1. For the most part
this engine design proved to be most reliable and very well designed in many ways. The
standard Oil Change interval recommended by Audi was every 5, miles. After a few years it
became apparent that a high number of 1. It takes a while for engineers and statisticians to
make sense of these repair trends but eventually patterns emerge. Someone figured out that a
combination of factors was causing these engines to fail. The killer was sludge! Turbocharged
engines can generate a lot of heat near the compressor turbine. This is especially true if an
engine is shut down before the turbo can cool down, the oil in the turbocharger cooks and
crystallizes. This cooked oil forms large particles which pass down into the sump and are then
sucked into the pickup tube. Coincidentally the longitudinally mounted 1. This smaller oil
capacity made the engine more susceptible to overheating and sludge. This exacerbated the
problem significantly. And so were a lot of 1. In August of Audi agreed to settle a class action
lawsuit which extended the engine warranty to 8 years unlimited miles for sludge related
damages. This included the inspection, repair and even engine replacement procedures. This
Service Bulletin was revised on to also include procedures to flush de-sludge engines, which
had not yet experienced bearing damage. If you are the original owner then this will be easy. If
not then you could try to find out the answers which could help rule out potential problems.
Some will be cool and give you a lot of information; others will not give you the time of day. At a
minimum try see if you can determine if your car ever had a sludge cleaning by the dealer and if
so how many miles ago. If you find a helpful tech you may be able to find out if the oil pump or
filter housing have been replaced. Who knows, your car may have even had the engine
replaced! Identify Patterns which Cause the Low Pressure Warning Obviously if the warning is
occurring very often it may be too late, but if your warning light seems to be very infrequent

chances are you are just beginning to approach the conditions where your engine could suffer
serious damage and it may not be too late to save it from serious damage. Try to remember or
even record the state of operation when the warnings occur. In my own case I realized that I
only got a warning when driving slowly like in a parking lot. Usually it occurred right after a
period of acceleration, then taking my foot of the gas for a split second and then gently
accelerating again. Eventually I was able to recreate the conditions with a gauge connected. I
drove around a empty parking lot with one foot on the gas and on the brake until I discovered if
I revved to around then dropped back to and back up to around the pressure would lag around
18 psi for a split sec, which was enough to trigger the warning. Stick with approved oils. While I
don't know the physics behind the change I can only assume that the much larger filter area
reduced the pressure loss across the filter media. The other point is that using my hand held
gauge there is now way to know for sure if there was any real increase as 1 psi can easily be
within the margin of error for the gauge. One thing for sure is that a higher quality and larger
surely cannot hurt! You may learn some key details from the analysis which could impact oil
pressure. High levels of fuel dilution in your oil would reduce viscosity, High Copper, Tin or
Aluminum levels could indicate excessive bearing wear. You can read more about UOA's and
how to interpret the results here. LINK Test or replace your pressure switch - Obviously if you
have already measured low pressure this is not going to do you any good. However if your
pressure is good it may be the switch. If you have a small pressure regulator or leak down test
kit and a electrical multi-meter or continuity tester, you can rig up your own switch test.
However for this discussion I went back to test it just to see how it worked. After connecting it
to the gauge and slowly increasing the air pressure the switch closed at exactly 20 psi. I
repeated the test several times with exactly the same readings. While failures are rare they do
happen from time to time and the part is fairly inexpensive, so it's easy to rule it out as a
problem. There are other very similar looking switches which operate at different pressures.
There are suposed to be color coded, so be sure you get the correct model. Troubleshooting
Round 2 This next round of troubleshooting is going to require a little wrenching. Everything
here can be tackled with a small toolbox and some basic repair knowledge. LINK A properly
working breather system is going to make our car run better overall so you may consider this
money well spent since it can improve performance and rule out one more potential source of
oil pressure problems. It's also important to note that if you have excessively high crankcase
pressures from piston ring wear and blow-by you can be masking actual low oil pressure
problems in other areas. One way to confirm this would be to test you oil pressure with the oil
fill cap both on and off at several different rpm speeds. A normal working engine would record
no difference with the cap on or off. However if you pressure does drop with the cap off then
you should assume you have other internal engine issues to eventually address. Inspect cam
bearing cap s - If you did check out he link to the Audi service bulletin above you would notice
that the procedure to determine if an engine was salvageable or should be replaced under
warranty was to remove the font-most cam bearing caps and look for signs of oil starvation.
Here is the example again from section 5 above. Why choose this one? We'll the front exhaust
cam bearing cap, closet to the timing belt is actually the farthest component away from the oil
pump in the engine oil circuit. You will need to remove the valve cover, so be prepared to
replace the gasket if it hasn't been done recently. Unfortunately there is no way to repair cam
bearing damage the only repair option is to replace the head. However before deciding to spend
that money, you are going to need to assess if you have main or rod bearing damage too before
deciding to replace the head. Clogged or Blocked Oil Passages - Well while you have the valve
cover off, take a minute to look around inside there. So you see any oil sludge. I'm not taking
about a light film of black crud stuck to the underside of the Valve Cover; this is very common
on engines with a lot of miles. Look actually on the top of the head around he lifters and bearing
caps. If you see some goo with the consistency of fudge then you likely have and oil sludged
engine. However do not conclude that if the top end is clean so must the bottom end be
cleaned. I highly recommend watching this video from the guys at Edge Motors where the show
how they clean out a sludged engine. For example if you know your turbo is dying or your cam
adjuster is rattling like crazy these mechanical issues "Could" be impacting your oil pressure.
Here is an example of a dying turbo with a blown oil shield, oil retaining ring and worn shaft
which was blowing oil into the exhaust and at the same time likely blowing hot exhaust gasses
into the oil flow. If you don't already have one I recommend spending a few bucks on a
magnetic drain plug. It may not provide you with any immediate clues but in my case it
eventually helped me confirm that something had gone wrong inside if my engine and that was
what finally pushed me to take the next step. What I did know was that something was in my oil
that wasn't supposed to be there! Troubleshooting Round 3 Ok you've checked everything else
and you still haven't found the cause of the low pressure. At this point be prepared to get your

hands dirty, or pay someone else to do it. Everything else left to check is inside of the oil pan.
Unfortunately getting inside there to inspect anything is a bit involved. I personally did not want
to tackle this myself even as all signs were pointing me in the direction of a clogged pickup
tube. Yet still I didn't want to spend the money or do the work. I tried just about everything else I
could think of like flushing the engine, adding cleaning products to the oil, taking off the oil
level sensor to try and see inside of the pan waste of time BTW , but in the end I realized that if I
wanted to properly diagnose my problem I needed to get to the bottom of things. In this case it
means the bottom of the engine! Clogged Pickup Screen - So we mentioned earlier that the
pickup tube and screen assembly is designed to have about 15 times the open area as the main
oil passage to the filter housing. It's totally normal for the screen to pick up small bits of broken
plastic from the cam adjuster, oil chain tensioner, dipstick tube, as well as any other larger
contaminants. If you look at the graph below fig and compare the amount of oil flow reduction
as the screen becomes clogged to the engine flow requirements from Section 2 you will see
what's happening here. This would begin to cause wear on the pump. Now look at the flow
requirements over the entire rpm range. So at this level of blockage the engine may see enough
oil at idle or even up to rpm which is still above the warning threshold, however flow will start to
max out at rpm. At this point the pump will cavitate and the pressure will simply not increase at
a linear rate or significantly at all. So even before removing the oil pan you may be able to
determine if your pickup screen is clogged by carefully observing your oil pressure across the
rpm range. If pressure is good at idle and lower rpm ranges but reaches a plateau between to
rpm you could look more seriously at the pickup tube as a source of low pressure. I would like
to point out that the physics behind liquid flow through a screen are also quite involved. I do not
have the background or experience to calculate the exact effects. I did do some quick research
to come up with a reasonable factor to use when calculating the flow. Just know that you lose
flow as the screen clogs and at some point you may begin to cause excessive wear on the
pump even before any other signs of low pressure occur. The best and most direct way to
inspect the pickup tube is to drop the oil pan. It is quite a bit more involved and obviously not
for everyone, but it's the only sure way to assess what's going on down there. Here's a link to a
recent write-up on how to do that. I have read on other car forums where people have used a
flexible USB camera scope like this LINK , to inspect internal parts of the engine. I have one that
I used to inspect my intake valves on another car. I am sure that you can feed the camera into
the oil drain hole. The pickup tube is just above the drain hole. The quality of the images is very
low resolution, but if he debris are significant they you should be able to see them in the
camera. The next time I change my oil I will attempt to take some photos and post them here. Oil
Pump Failure - As stated before oil pumps are very simple machines and in general are not
prone to failure. However they can wear out over time. As the clearance between the gears
increases the pump flow capacity decreases. You can use a simple feeler gauge to measure the
clearance. After , miles I removed and inspected my own oil pump and there as a clearance
between the gears of 0. I compared these numbers to my brand new pump which measured 0. I
also rigged up a pressure test and compared both pumps under the same conditions. You can
check out this test here. LINK Disclaimer, I have no way of knowing how my simple test equates
to actual engine pressure, the purpose was to simply see if there was any difference between
my pump with , miles and a new one One thing to note is that while a pump failure is very rare,
replacing the pump is actually very easy once you have the oil pan off. I personally made this
mistake and did not replace the pump the first time I dropped the pan. After I got everything
back together I regretted that oversight as soon as I realized how much time went into getting
the pan off. Unless you are on a very tight repair budget keep this in mind. Excessive Bearing
Wear - The 1. As we mentioned before bearings are designed to wear over time. They are softer
than the crank and made from low friction materials. When the crankshaft touches the bearing
during start-up and sometimes briefly during heavy changes in acceleration or engine braking,
microscopic bits of metal are scraped away from the bearing surface. There are some fairly
complex formulas which are used to predict the amount of flow required for a journal bearing.
As this resistance decreases a higher volume of oil will need to flow through the bearing in
order to provide the same load capacity. As the flow increases the pressure drops as less oil is
available to fill the larger space. This chart shows data from a hypothetical bearing condition.
You can see the relationship between the bearing clearance, flow and pressure required to
maintain a fixed flow rate. What is striking is how quickly the pressure drops off as the
clearance widens. So if you have exhausted all other troubleshooting avenues it may be time to
check the clearance of your main and rod bearings. At this point in order to get to the bottom of
your oil pressure problem you are going to need to get into the bottom of your engine! However
before removing anything just look around at the bearing caps. If you see any metal flakes or
shavings stuck to the crank or wedged between the cap and crank then you may be seeing

pieces of deteriorating bearings. Also try to wiggle the rod ends. You should NOT be able to
feel. So if there is any radial play then you have a problem. With the removed you will be able to
remove the caps on all rod bearings and main bearings 1 thru 4. You need to know that the main
bearing cap and rod bolts are single use TTY. If you remove them to inspect any bearings, you
will need replacements. Here are two examples from my engine. The first photo fig shows the 1
main bearing and crank journal. This checked out with 0. This photo shows the 3 main bearing
and journal. Yet for as bad as this looks the overall system pressure was holding at about In the
end the motor had to be pulled. All of the lower end bearings, seals and crank were replaced.
This engine survived. Continued on Page 5. Reason: Added pressure switch troubleshooting
and photo. Great thread. I remember that light and the feeling. Changed my oil pump recently,
slight wear, no oil light, but a brand new CCT was ticking. It fixed my problem, and haven't
heard the dreaded "diesel" sound as my friends called it since then. If you are not a D. If you are
the D. Y type than I really do hope you are able to bring your car back to life and keep it running
for a very long time. The B6 is a great car and I really enjoy driving mine which is all bone stock.
First after I brought the car I could have taken it back to the seller after a few days. He explained
that if I was dissatisfied for any reason. If I'm ever in a situation like this again the first thing I
would do when I get home is a compression test, leak-down test and oil pressure test. In my
case I would have known right away the baseline condition of the engine. Had I done this I might
have taken the car back and purchased a better A4! Lets call this Mistake 1 I should have taken
the car to the dealer where it was purchased and serviced for 9 years and introduced myself as
the new owner. I would have paid for an oil and filter change and asked them their opinion on
the car. Knowing that they would likely want to sell me as much of their service time as possible
I would have tried to get as much service history from them as I could. I'm sure they would have
looked in the computer and gladly stated "Hey did you know that you car is due for a timing belt
service. Can we give you an estimate" I would have said "Sure! You guys are great what else is
it due for? After the first time I got the Pressure Warning I called a local tech. I could hear in his
voice the hesitation and I knew he didn't want to go into a long explanation about how it could
be dozens of things. He did tell me right away that these engines were prone to sludge
problems and that over time restrictions to the lubrication system could damage the bearings. I
didn't know any better but I was hesitant to drop that kind of coin without knowing more.
However he was totally right about what needed to be done. So I read, read, read and then read
some more about sludge. Then I came to a brilliant conclusion that all of my problems could be
solved by using Auto-RX! Lets call this Big Mistake 2 I promptly ordered two bottles of this
wonder liquid and began to follow the instructions. About 2 days after using Auto-RX I was
driving I was accelerating up a hill and at about K rpm my engine stuttered hard and a huge puff
of smoke bellowed out of the exhaust. This happened 2 or three times again within about two
weeks. I began to notice a few more frequent pressure warnings too. About this time I figured
out that I needed to do my own pressure test. The results were pretty low. While draining the oil
I found those pieces of metal in my pan and shortly thereafter it became apparent that my turbo
was dying. I really cannot prove that Auto-RX had any positive or negative impact on my engine,
but I do believe that it significantly reduced the oil viscosity. Considering that my engine had K
miles at the time, that lower viscosity couldn't have helped operating conditions inside of the
motor. After going to 5w40 oil I did see a minor improvement in pressure. I replaced the turbo,
tons of breather components, cam adjuster and the car began to run great. The oil pressure
went up again slightly to just barely below spec at idle, but I still received the occasional
warning light. So after exhausting all possibilities I was faced with dropping the pan and
checking the pickup tube. When I dropped the pan I found that things were almost clean. Way
too clean. I didn't realize it at the time but the car had obviously had the sludge treatment done
by the dealer at some time. I did find some plastic bits in the pan and even some metallic flakes.
I assumed these were from the turbo failure. This was Big Mistake 3. The fact that they were still
floating in the bottom of the pan and not wedged into the screen should have also indicated to
me that the problem was still happening. I had less than miles on that oil. It's obvious now that
those metal shavings were from my failed or failing 3 bearing. After cleaning out the pan and
replacing the pickup tube anyway, even though it didn't really look clogged, I bolted everything
back together. I guess I figured there really wasn't any more I could do at that point. This was
Mistake 4. There was plenty I should have done with the pan off as I've noted above. At a very
minimum I should have replaced the oil pump. While the pressure improved to about In
hindsight I should have looked at the main bearings. I would have discovered my problem 9
months earlier. Why not use heavier weight oil to solve low pressure problems? I guess this is a
good question. If higher viscosity oil increases resistance to flow then it will also increase oil
pressure within the system. So if you want to keep you oil pressure light from coming on then
using higher viscosity oil like 15w50 will achieve that goal. Hello McFly If you have not learned

this by now then all I can say is good luck Additional Information and Information Sources
Audizine - Obviously the community has been a big help. There really is no way that I would
have attempted to tackle any of these problems on my own without this great resource. I know
that many times I felt like nobody was listening to my request for help, but I learned real quick
that to get help you need to be willing to give clear and concise information about your problem
and show potential helpers that you care enough about your own problem to be willing to take
the time to do your own research and provide accurate follow-up information. So if you are new
to Audizine or Forums in general take this comment seriously. Automobile Related Show me
one better and I'll post it here. I checked it out from the library and I realized that I haven't used
these parts of my brain since the first George Bush was president. Other Sites Reason:
Updated, Photos, Links correct mistakes. Wow, just wow. You have gone above and beyond
with this thread, Toolaa. Awesome stuff! How do you feel about doing one for the 3. This thread
right here is one of the reasons this community is so great. OK, I'm going to bookmark this to
read through another day. It's way past beer-thirty here, but this looks like a definite good read
and should be put someplace important. Thanks for putting all this together. Great post! Lots of
great information here I fucking love this! Toolaa serious props and now going to see if you
have anymore write ups which seem like they are worth their weight in gold! Bad analogy but
you get the point. I wrote up an Oil pan removal DIY which was really a rehash of other good
post but with some missing details and broken links. Old Guy recently replaced his K03 with a
new one and I had a G-Pop rebuild kit sitting in my garage collecting dust. It will get done. I've
just been so busy with my business that I cant seem to get a nice break to do it. However, i
consider the quiet time doing repairs like this really relaxing so maybe I need to make the time
to chill and get it done. PS I need to do some spelling and grammar edits to this guide. I'll get
those done too. Also I am looking for real world oil pressure data which I will use to add more
info to this thread. If you have a way of collecting oil pressure results please post them here.
Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Epic guide. I need to file this away as my b7 2. I know that
engine is a bit different, but still lots of awesome information here as i'm pretty sure the oil
routing through the block and head is nearly the same. Charles thanks for the comments. Sorry
to hear about your possible Oil pressure troubles. I think you are correct about the oil flow for
the 2. I remember reading that USP sells an oil pump conversion kit for the 2. Great Stuff, just
found this thread. But I have quite an issue with the pressure switch. The oil seems to leak
straight through the switch it self which causes then to drop oil on the cooler and make its way
down on the ground. We replaced it with a new switch. It was fine for about miles and now again
there is a leak, same thing through the switch. Any idea why? My Daily. Often mistaken for urS4
because of similar looks. Weekend Joy Toy. Currently researching an 06A pump conversion for
my 2. Hi, thanks for this write up. I got the oil pressure light driving on the highway, thinking it
was a low oil light I kept driving and put more oil in when I got back home. Drove the next day
and the light came back on and it sounded like a diesel lawn mower. Took it to get seen and
they said it was most likely the timing chain and that the tensioners where not getting oil and it
was jumping time, they said they would do more tests but I was looking to a couple grand of
work. I drove a few blocks home and now I'm thinking maybe I don't want to scrap it. From what
I see here it doesn't seem to be sludge, timing belt has low tension don't know if that is normal
and the chain seems to be half a notch out of time. Before I replace the CCT and drop the pan,
how do I check if I need to repair the head or if the entire block is scrap? To be honest I thought
the red oil light meant low oil Thanks! Last edited by areknee; at AM. I took the some of the top
bearings off, the ones showed in the picture above today. I thought it was a torx 30 and got the
first one off then I stripped like three screws following that. I've been trying to find a T35 but am
now gonna end up ordering it online with an engine support bar. The two bearings I took out
looked fine, once I get the bar and I can look under I will check the ones on the bottom side. I
have the tool to remove the head bolts, should I be checking for broken valves before
proceeding? How long of a process is it to pull the heads? Do I need to take the belt and
manifold off? Also I counted 15 rods on the timing chain between the two cam shafts arrows
does mean I need to do something to fix the timing or when I get oil pressure back hopefully
after clearing the pick up screen and checking the oil pump can I expect it to fix itself now that it
can get oil pressure? Thanks for the help. I think you need to slow down with your analysis You
got the low oil light yellow and not the low oil pressure red so you may not have starved the
engine of oil. I dont think the Chain tensioner can retract far enough to allow it to jump a tooth, I
could be wrong though. Was there definitely a significant change in sound of the engine
running? I just ordered the support bar and other things needed for looking at the oil pick up so
hopefully I didn't trash my engine. The cam timing code probably occurred because there
wasn't adequate oil pressure to activate the cam chain adjuster. The knock sensor as probably
set off by the cam adjuster rattle. I would recommend pulling one or more of the bearing caps

while you have the oil pan off and check for galling. Designated dog and bike hauler. So my oil
light has been coming on after around miles of consistent driving. Would this be oil pressure?
Originally Posted by Toolaa. So my oil pressure light never comes on, even with my sensor
unplugged. I have no idea what to do about it. Tags for this Thread 1. Bookmarks Bookmarks
Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Audizine is not endorsed by or affiliated with
Audi AG. Here it is: everything you need to install your new driveline into your mk1 sleigh, Just
pick and choose what items you want to add. You will need to choose 02a or 02j based on the
shift tower you plan to use in your transmission in the options. We will ship worldwide, please
email us for a shipping cost if you are not provided one at checkout! Includes hardware to
mount the bracket to motor, we also offer mount bushings , and can press them in for you ,
ready to go out of the box! When installing a 1. This Contitech timing belt kit will allow you to
remove the hydraulic tensioner and roller, and install the mk1 1. You can also get a kit with a
metal impeller water pump to complete your pre-install timing belt service. Waterpump for 06a
blocks only, please email us about kits for blocks. Ready to install that 02a or 02j into your mk1,
here is where you start, our laser cut, tig welded, and powdercoated brackets have been making
this swap simple for years.. These give you a great alternative to trying to fit the cumbersome
cable box into your mk1. No cutting or welding required, you keep the stock linkage in the
tunnel. No console modification, no drilling holes in your firewall or dealing with pinched cables
from the very sharp firewall bend on the mk1 cars. Shortens the throw over the cable setup.
Make sure to verify which shift box you have - 02A is steel and 02J is a aluminum made box.
Our kit comes with the backing plate, wilwood. Proper lubrication of the cable prior to install is
KEY!! This little bad boy will keep your engine where its supposed to be and your delicate core
support from folding under the pressure of your new B. They come powdercoated black
standard! This is a "magic" box!! However if you wanted to drop an ls1 into your mk1 and drive
the stock tach, this will do it for you. This module will allow your factory cluster to read the
correct rpm of the engine. If you have additional questions about installation we will be happy to
help you with locating the right wires for your application. Swapping a 1. You will want to ditch
the mm flanges found on the 1. This will allow you to use the 85up stock mm axles for your
swap. These driveshaft flanges are used, they are inspected to make sure the splines are good.
A simple solution is usually best, the mk1 DBW pedal adapter is just that. Its simple to install,
no cutting or drilling into your floors or firewall, includes all attachment hardware for the
bracket to the body and pedal to bracket. Install Video :. We are happy to be offering a new shift
rod OE bushing in a cage as an add on option. This would give you all the shift bushings you
would need when you install your new shift kit. Shipped to us from Germany these mounts will
hold up to your new engines power without making your teeth rattle off the dashboard. Shipped
to us from Germany these OE mounts will hold up to your new engines power without making
your teeth rattle off the dashboard. We will press your purchased mount bushings into your
mount brackets for you if you need us to, this way they are ready to bolt right in! Black or Grey.
Please check out the install videos found HERE. MK4 06a 1. Base price includes: Additional
items are extra Motor Mount Brackets â€” 6mm Laser Cut Steel, Powder CoatedHere it is:
everything you need to install your new driveline into your mk1 sleigh, Just pick and choose
what items you want to add. They come stock with mm, swapping to mm cups will allow you to
run a stock mk1 axle set. We also can take care of your ECU tuning needs. Hydro Clutch kit, its
an optional upgrade vs the Cable clutch kit All the items are available separately. Quick
overview on installing these parts: We will ship worldwide, please email us for a shipping cost if
you are not provided one at checkout! Mk1 1. Pick your fitment Thread on cluster end for
Rabbits and Caddys, Sciroccos, Clip on for Cabby, rabbit convert, jetta and S2 sciroccos Install
Note - Grease the inner Cable with a silicone grease before installing! Mk1 Hydraulic Clutch Kit
â€” optional Our kit comes with the backing plate, wilwood. Available on backorder. Mk1 Core
Support Brace AKA "Torque Tamer" â€” optional This little bad boy will keep your engine where
its supposed to be and your delicate core support from folding under the pressure of your new
B. However if you wanted to drop an ls1 into your mk1 and drive the stock tach, this will do it for
you This module will allow your factory cluster to read the correct rpm of the engine. Price is for
a PAIR. Axles you will want to use for your swap: Mk1 - 92 Cabriolet manual transmission axles
Mk2 - 92 GTI manual transmission axles Mk3 - 5 lug - stock vr6 axles Mk3 - 4 lug- stock aba
axles. Out of stock. Mk1 Shifter Bushing â€” optional We are happy to be offering a new shift
rod OE bushing in a cage as an add on option. In stock. Mk1 Engine Mount 74mm â€” optional
Shipped to us from Germany these mounts will hold up to your new engines power without
making your teeth rattle off the dashboard. Mk1 Transmission Square Mount - B â€” optional
Shipped to us from Germany these OE mounts will hold up to your new engines power without
making your teeth rattle off the dashboard. Mk1 Transmissi
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on Mount 64mm D â€” optional Shipped to us from Germany these mounts will hold up to your
new engines power without making your teeth rattle off the dashboard. Press bushings into
brackets â€” optional We will press your purchased mount bushings into your mount brackets
for you if you need us to, this way they are ready to bolt right in! SKU: mk1fullswapkit Category:
MK1 Motor Swap Kits and Hardware Tags: 02a , 02j , 20v , 80 , a1 , audi , awd , awm , awp ,
cabby , cabriolet , caddy , conversion , diesel , eurovan , g60 , grumman , HD , heavy duty ,
kubvan , mk1 , motor mount , prothane , rabbit , ralley , tdi , turbo , volkswagen , vw. Description
Additional information Description Here it is: everything you need to install your new driveline
into your mk1 sleigh, Just pick and choose what items you want to add. Additional information
Mk1 1. You're viewing: MK4 06a 1. Choose an option 02a 02j Clear. Choose an option small
medium large xlarge 2xlarge. Choose an option Black Grey Clear.

